
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

 

Brush 
 

Say goodbye to tangles and hello to smoothness with our ergonomic, ultra-comfortable 
brush!  Made with a sturdy paddle that wouldn’t break, this brush features durable, soft 
bristles that are gentle on both your scalp and strands. Whether your hair is thick or thin, 
straight or wavy, you’ll get amazing results during your hair care routine with this 
lightweight, long-lasting brush! 

 
Brush Iron | Dual Brush 
Make your blowout a breeze with our brush iron and dual brush. With a non-slip grip 

and ergonomic design, you’ll have full control of your blowout, and you can monitor the 

iron’s variable heat settings with a digital LCD display to ensure that it’s the perfect 

temperature for your locks. This brush iron heats up quickly and maintains its 

temperature to avoid damage to your hair. Plus, an auto-shutoff feature keeps you and 

your home safe. 

 

Comb 
If you struggle with tangled hair, this V-comb is here to the rescue. With a straightening 
plate that keeps your hair in place as the wide teeth work their magic, our comb is the 
perfect tool to prepare your hair for heat styling tools or even a haircut. Its compact, 
portable design makes this comb an essential for your hair care kit — even on the go! 

 
Curling Wand Pro 10  
Love your big curls and glamorous waves? Get our Curling Wand Pro 10, a salon-

quality product that features a medium-sized Tourmaline Cone that won’t tug at or break 

your hair, plus negative ions to counteract the positive ions in dry, damaged hair. This 

leaves you with SMOOTHER, SILKIER hair! This curling wand reaches temperatures of 

450 degrees F (230 degrees C) to ensure an amazing styling effect, while Far Infrared 

(FIR) technology locks in moisture and natural oils to help keep hair shiny and healthy. 

 

Curling Wand Pro 05  
If you’re looking to create romantic tendrils or beautiful ringlets, look no further than our 

Curling Wand Pro 05, with a slender, tourmaline core that helps defrizz and sleek-ify 

your strands as it works. By generating negative ions, this wand counteracts the positive 

ions present in dry, dull hair and gives it new life! Plus, Far Infrared technology helps 

preserve your hair’s natural oils so that you can enjoy effective, high-quality heat styling 

without risk of damage to your hair! 
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Endless- 4 in 1 professional curling set 
Whether you love to mix it up at home or you’re investing in your salon business, our 4-

in-1 professional curling set has all the options you need to create everything from 

swirling curves to big waves to rockin’ ringlets. With tourmaline cones that prevent wear 

and tear on your hair and negative ions to make your locks smooth and shiny, these 

curling wands come in four versatile sizes: 18/9mm, 25/19mm, 32mm and the Twisted 

barrel to create a variety of stunning hair designs. All wands feature a swivel, tangle-

free power cord. 

 

Flat Iron | Nano Ceramic 
Our flat iron features high-grade, nano-ceramic plates to give your locks a smooth 

straightening without risk of tugging on or snagging your hair. With our Far Infrared 

(FIR) technology, heat spreads evenly for best results and singe-free hair, while the 

ceramic emits negative ions to boost your hair’s natural moisture and eliminate frizz! Set 

the temperature to whatever works best for your hair style and watch this iron heat up 

quickly and accurately. Plus, this flat iron features a sturdy, non-slip grip for an optimal 

styling experience, as well as an auto-shutoff for maximum safety. 

 

Flat Iron | Styler  
Our innovative flat iron has 100% Solid Ceramic Plates infused with powerful ionic Black 

Tourmaline Gems to help boost your hair’s natural shine and ward off heat damage! 

Style your hair with ease with our sleek, ergonomic design featuring a non-slip grip. This 

iron has variable temperature settings to make it suitable for all hair types and offers 

consistent heat transmission to help prevent hot spots. 

 

Gloves 
Help prevent snagging or dirtying of your hair and protect your hands from your heat 
styling tools with these gloves — a must-have for any salon professional’s kit.  
 

 

Keratin Moisturising Conditioner 
 



Your hair deserves a luxury treatment, and this nutrient-rich conditioner delivers! Our 
formula includes keratin, shea butter, and coconut oil to pack a huge moisture punch. 
Even the driest, most damaged locks will be smooth and supple after using this 
powerful conditioner! Plus, it contains our NEW signature fragrance so that your hair 
smells as good as it looks. 

 
Keratin Moisturising Mask 

If you need a more intensive treatment after extensive heat styling or coloring, our 
Keratin Moisturizing Mask delivers high-quality moisturizers such as shea butter and 
coconut oil deep into your strands for optimal hair health. Use our mask once a week to 
keep your hair shiny and stunning! 

INGREDIENTS: Aqua, Cetearyl Alcohol, Cera Alba, Cetrimonium Chloride, Cocos 
Nucifera Oil, Butyrospermum Parkii Butter, Hydrolized Keratin, Niacinamide, Taurine, 
Tocopheryl Acetate, Helianthus annuus seed oil, Behenamidopropyl Dimethylamine, 
Stearamidopropyl Dimethylamine, Phenoxyethanol, Sodium Benzoate, Potassium 
Sorbate, Perfume 

 

Keratin Moisturising Shampoo 
 

Sulphates dry out your hair and strip it of its natural oils. Our nutrient-rich, sulphate-free, 
colour-safe shampoo gets your locks clean and shiny without drying, damaging 
chemicals. Plus, our NEW signature fragrance will have people asking you what 
shampoo you use! Get a dose of keratin and protein to rebuild your hair as you’re 
washing it, leaving it in better shape than before you got into the shower! 

 

 

Steam Keratin Styler 
Our unique styler uses innovative steam technology to infuse keratin oil and add gloss 

to your hair. A traditional straightener has only one steam outlet, but ours features five 

vents that lock moisture into your hair and prevent frizzing. Use this tourmaline-plated 

iron with our Infusion Keratin Oil Formula or as a regular flat iron. With variable 

temperature settings, a heat-proof tip, an LCD display, and auto-shutoff, this powerful 

iron is a state-of-the-art tool to add to your styling kit.  

 

Timeless- Rose Gold Infrared 
Get a timeless look with our Timeless Rose Gold Infrared flat iron. With our Far Infrared 
(FIR) technology delivers consistent heat to the hair from inside out, protecting your hair 
from heat damage, this iron is among the gentlest on the market, giving you perfectly 
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straight, sleek locks without damage. Enjoy an ergonomic, comfortable grip and tangle-
free swivel cord to help make your heat styling experience as frustration-free as 
possible. Use this iron’s variable temperature modes and convenient LCD display to set 
the appropriate heat level for your hair. You’ll wonder how you ever styled your hair with 
any other flat iron. 

 

Wet 2 Dry Blow Dryer Brush 
If you’re in a hurry in the morning, get the perfect style in mere minutes with our Wet 2 

Dry Blow Dryer Brush for easy, breezy blowouts. This versatile tool features three quick-

and-easy heat settings for any type of hair, combined with a detangling brush to easy 

smooth and dry your hair in one easy movement. Fast-heating and lightweight with a 

tangle-free swivel cord, this tool is an ultra-convenient addition to your morning routine. 

Here’s how it works 

 Towel-dry hair to remove excess water. 

 Use the LOW setting for fine and thin hair and the HIGH setting on thick and coarse 
hair. Use the COOL setting to lock in your style. 

 Enjoy fantastic, sleek hair! 
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